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Abstract. Exploratory analysis is an area of increasing interest in the computational linguistics
arena. Pragmatically speaking, exploratory analysis may be paraphrased as natural language pro-
cessing by means of analyzing large corpora of text. Concerning the analysis, appropriate means
are statistics, on the one hand, and artificial neural networks, on the other hand. As a challenging
application area for exploratory analysis of text corpora we may certainly identify text databases, be
it information retrieval or information filtering systems. With this paper we present recent findings
of exploratory analysis based on both statistical and neural models applied to legal text corpora.
Concerning the artificial neural networks, we rely on a model adhering to the unsupervised learning
paradigm. This choice appears naturally when taking into account the specific properties of large
text corpora where one is faced with the fact that input-output-mappings as required by supervised
learning models cannot be provided beforehand to a satisfying extent. This is due to the fact of the
highly changing contents of text archives. In a nutshell, artificial neural networks count for their
highly robust behavior regarding the parameters for model optimization. In particular, we found
statistical classification techniques much more susceptible to minor parameter variations than un-
supervised artificial neural networks. In this paper we describe two different lines of research in
exploratory analysis. First, we use the classification methods for concept analysis. The general goal is
to uncover different meanings of one and the same natural language concept. A task that, obviously,
is of specific importance during the creation of thesauri. As a convenient environment to present
the results we selected the legal term of “neutrality”, which is a perfect representative of a concept
having a number of highly divergent meanings. Second, we describe the classification methods in the
setting of document classification. The ultimate goal in such an application is to uncover semantic
similarities of various text documents in order to increase the efficiency of an information retrieval
system. In this sense, document classification has its fixed position in information retrieval research
from the very beginning. Nowadays renewed massive interest in document classification may be
witnessed due to the appearance of large-scale digital libraries.
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1. Introduction

The information crisis in law (Simitis, 1970) was the impetus for the development
of legal information retrieval systems. As a result of a first huge effort a num-
ber of information retrieval systems have been developed with sufficient coverage
concerning the underlying text corpora. Lawyers, however, need much more than
just a documentation of the various legal acts of the relevant jurisdiction. The
material, rather, has to be organized in a systematic manner in the form of a legal
commentary. In this regard, we have to confess that the level of quality for useful
systems is set rather high with respect to the more than 2500 years of intellectual
experience. This experience, obviously, represents the baseline against which im-
provements have to be measured. The major question for such systems is to find an
efficient way to formalize legal knowledge. A number of different approaches can
be distinguished. Some of the more influential ones are outlined below.

The first solution was to utilize various document types and fields represent-
ing semantic knowledge as a tractable means to represent deep structure in legal
information retrieval systems (Schweighofer, 1995). Two major problems remain
unsolved, namely first, the users are not experienced enough to deal with these
difficult but efficient search algorithms, and second, the documents have to be
indexed manually thus making the development highly time-consuming. Similar
problems occur when adhering to a knowledge-based approach (Bing, 1987; Cross
and Bessonet, 1985) towards legal information representation. Hence, a time-
consuming manual construction of the knowledge-base is independent of the actual
mechanism for encoding the semantics of legal concepts, thus irrespective of a par-
ticular knowledge representation technique be it semantic networks (Paice, 1991),
conceptual graphs (Dick, 1991), concept frames (Hafner, 1981), diagnostic expert
systems (Merklet al., 1992), object-oriented programming (Mitalet al., 1991)
or case-based reasoning (Ashley, 1990). The other side of the coin, obviously, is
marked by improved capabilities of the overall system with respect to retrieval
efficiency.

Neural networks found some attention for encapsulation of legal knowledge.
This might be due to the fact of only limited success of knowledge-based ap-
proaches. Two main streams of research may be observed. First, neural networks
are trained to represent vague concepts according to some predefined input-
output-mapping (Bench-Capon, 1993; Philipps, 1989) or structured schematic
interpretations of case descriptions as suggested in (Groendijk, 1992; Groendijk
and Oskamp, 1993; van Opdorpet al., 1991). Second, neural networks are used
to perform a spreading-activation during retrieval as another paradigm to describe
the relation between terms, on the one hand, and documents and queries, on the
other hand (Belew, 1987; Rose and Belew, 1989; Rose, 1994). We have to note,
however, a severe disadvantage of such spreading-activation models when they are
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compared with inference networks (Turtle and Croft, 1991). In particular, while
both approaches yield similar results the inference network is considerably less
demanding as far as the necessary computing power is concerned. The main ad-
vantage of learning in connectionist systems, on the other hand, has been realized
in small experimental settings only.

Some compromise between exact knowledge representation and ease of use as
well as ease of creation is represented by non-linear networks or hypertext to use a
more common term (Greenleafet al., 1995). The self-explanation of the non-linear
network may offer deep structure of knowledge representation also to inexperi-
enced users. The manual construction of knowledge-bases and the resulting timely
demands are addressed by automatic indexing of full-text documents. Convincing
results in this line of research using inference networks (Turtle and Croft, 1991)
are reported in (Turtle, 1995).

Legal thinking and logic programming are not that similar as early work sug-
gested (Sergotet al., 1986; Susskind, 1987). First-order logic is appropriate only
for particular applications. The huge quantity of legal rules makes coding and
maintenance a tricky issue. Deontic logic, on the other hand, is not yet in a state of
maturity that would allow real-world applications.

A different stream of research in legal information retrieval is linked with the
field of (legal) computational linguistics. Most approaches use the vector space
model (Salton and McGill, 1983; Salton, 1989) in order to formalize documents
(Mulder and van Noortwijk, 1994), citation vectors (Tapper, 1982) or document
descriptions (Smithet al., 1995). Only recently, some work relying on the utiliza-
tion of the particularities of natural language found considerable attraction in the
information retrieval area (Deerwesteret al., 1990; Maarek and Smadja, 1989).
Concerning the specific requirements of legal applications, recent work relies on
extracts and templates (Gelbart and Smith, 1993; Smithet al., 1995), linguistic con-
structs (Konstantinouet al., 1993), and legal concepts (Schweighoferet al., 1995)
as an appropriate form of abstraction of legal language. Lawyers have formed
definite concepts of human beings, objects, and processes by use of methods of
abstraction and logic thinking. Concepts can be formalized with context-sensitive
terms or rules. Combined with statistics or neural networks for purposes of know-
ledge acquisition, a powerful tool for the semi-automatic description of documents
or terminological analysis is available. Such a method of exploratory data analysis
(Church and Mercer, 1993) is an effective and computationally tractable tool for
summarizing and clustering legal documents.

In the spirit of this line of argumentation, the design considerations during the
KONTERM project have been fixed (Schweighofer and Winiwarter, 1993a; Merkl
et al., 1994; Schweighoferet al., 1995). The backbone of the project consists of a
database of text patterns representing legal concepts. The text corpus is analyzed by
means of linguistic, statistical, and connectionist methods in order to achieve, on
the one hand, selective descriptors to be used in legal thesauri (Schweighofer and
Winiwarter, 1993b) and, on the other hand, a classification schema for legal docu-
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ments. One critical problem during this analysis is the detection of the connotations
of each descriptor. The connotation analysis is based on the interpretation of the
contexts of the individual legal terms. To calculate the similarity between descriptor
occurrences we applied both statistical techniques as well as neural networks in
order to uncover different word meanings. The results of connotation analysis are
further used for document representation in that legal documents are represented by
means of terms extracted from a particular document as well as the connotations of
that very term. Finally, document clusters are formed with respect to the similarity
between their respective representation.

The material presented in the remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2 we provide a brief overview of the field of artificial neural networks.
Major emphasis is directed to models of unsupervised learning since we rely on
unsupervised learning for concept and document analysis. Sect. 3 contains an in-
depth exposition of the formalism of concept and document representation that
acts as the basis for the case studies described in Sect. 4. Finally, we present some
conclusions in Sect. 5.

2. Connectionist Networks

2.1. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Research in the area of artificial neural networks dates back to the early 1940’s
when Warren S. McCulloch and Walter Pitts described a conceptual model of elec-
tronic circuits performing computational tasks, inspired by a model of biological
neurons (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). In the late 1950’s the first computational
models appeared in literature. The whole research area, however, was hit back
to almost non-existence by the publication of a single book (Minsky and Papert,
1969) which disclosed the deficiencies of the computational models. A renewed
interest in artificial neural networks started in the 1980’s, caused by a learning
rule (Rumelhartet al., 1986; Werbos, 1974; Werbos, 1994) which overcomes the
limitations of the early models. This section contains a brief overview of the basic
principles of artificial neural networks and a review of some unsupervised learning
architectures. Good sources for introductory information about artificial neural net-
works are (Bishop, 1995; Jain and Mao, 1996; Kohonen, 1988; Pao, 1988; Ripley,
1996).

The basic elements of information processing in artificial neural networks are
often termed neurons in analogy to the nervous system. However, due to their
rather metaphorical similarity we prefer the terms computational neuron or unit
for the sake of simplicity. Typically, an artificial neural network consists of a large
number of interconnected units, each of which performs very simple operations.
These operations may be characterized as follows. First, each unit receives input
from a number of other units. These inputs are collected by using an input function.
Second, the value of the input function representing the net-input to a unit at a given
time is transformed by using a so-called activation function yielding the activation
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level or the state of this very unit. Third, the activation level of a unit is further
transformed by means of an output function to obtain the output of a unit which in
turn is input to a number of other units.

Data processing within artificial neural networks is performed by communic-
ation between various units via weighted connections. In other words, the output
of one unit is propagated to a number of other connected units. The weights of
the various connections represent the strength of the mutual connection between
the two units concerned. Just to draw a biological analogy we might consider
the weights as being the synaptic strength of the connection. To conclude, the
information contained in an artificial neural network is stored in the connections
between the units or more precisely in the weights assigned to these connections.
Moreover, inherent in artificial neural networks is their highly parallel nature of
data processing.

Artificial neural network models are specified by the network topology, the
unit characteristics, and the learning rule. The network topology refers to the ar-
rangement of units and their mutual connections. The unit characteristics consist of
their input, activation, and output function. Finally, the learning rule determines the
adaptation policy of the connection weights in order to improve the performance
of the artificial neural network. In this sense the term adaptation refers to weight
changes. However, some models have recently been suggested which enlarge
the notion of adaptation to cover the network topology as well, see (Blackmore
and Miikkulainen, 1995; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1988; Fritzke, 1994; Fritzke,
1995; Fritzke, 1996; Köhle and Merkl, 1996) to name but a few.

If we want to give a taxonomy of artificial neural network models we have in
general a number of possibilities regarding, for example, the values of the input
data, i.e. either binary or analog, or the arrangement of the connections, i.e. either
one-directional or recurrent. In this paper, however, will give such a taxonomy in
terms of the learning rule, i.e. either supervised or unsupervised. The basic dis-
tinction is made whether or not any externally supplied information concerning the
correctness of the neurally computed output is provided during the learning phase
of the artificial neural network. In other words, a learning rule which is based on the
comparison between the actually computed output of the artificial neural network
and a desired output is called supervised. Contrary to that, when no such desired
output is specified and thus, no comparison takes place, one speaks of an unsuper-
vised learning rule. More precisely, supervised learning is commonly performed
by repeatedly presenting the input data to the artificial neural network, determining
the network’s output, and successively reducing the remaining deviation between
the computed and the desired output. The learning process is terminated as soon
as, for example, a tolerable remaining error is realized. Artificial neural network
models adhering to the unsupervised learning paradigm do not get any additional
information such as a desired output. Instead, they capture the regularities present
in the input data. Pragmatically speaking, we might state that these models build
their own representation of the input domain.
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Due to the fact that our approach to reasoning in concept and document spaces
relies on unsupervised neural networks we will give a somewhat deeper account on
these models in this paper and omit an exposition of supervised neural networks.
The interested reader will find an excellent treatment of mainstream supervised
models in (Bishop, 1995).

2.2. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING IN ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

2.2.1. Competitive learning

Competitive learning (Rumelhart and Zipser, 1986), orwinner-takes-allas it is
termed quite often, may be regarded as the basis of almost all unsupervised learning
strategies. In its basic form, a competitive learning network consists ofk units with
weight vectorsmi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, of equal dimension as the input data,mi ∈ <n.
During learning, the unitc with its weight vector being the closest to the input
vectorx in terms of some distance metric, e.g. Euclidean distance, is selected. This
very unit is further adapted in such a way that its weight vector resembles the input
vector more closely. The unit containing this weight vector is dubbed thewinner
of the selection process. Obviously, the termwinner-takes-allrefers to the fact that
only the winner is adapted whereas all other units remain unchanged. Such a learn-
ing rule may be established by gradually reducing the difference between weight
and input vector. The actual amount of distance reduction is guided by means of a
so-called learning-rateε in the interval of [0, 1]. In such an environment the weight
vectors tend to represent the mean of the input data matched onto that very unit. For
the sake of clarity we provide the formulae for selection and adaptation in Equation
1 and Equation 2, respectively. In these equations we use a discrete time notation
with t representing the time-stamp of the current learning iteration.

c : ||x(t)−mc(t)|| ≤ ||x(t)−mi(t)||, 1≤ i ≤ k. (1)

mc(t + 1) = mc(t)+ ε · [x(t) −mc(t)]. (2)

As a severe limitation of basic competitive learning consider the case where
some units are never selected as the winner, due to the random initialization of
their weight vectors. Consequently, their weight vectors are never changed. Such
units may be referred to asdead unitssince they do not contribute to the learning
process and thus, they do not contribute to input data representation.

This observation has led to a number of learning rules and network architectures
that overcome this limitation by adapting not only the winner, see for instance
the work reported in (Blackmore and Miikkulainen, 1995; Fritzke, 1994; Fritzke,
1995; Kangaset al., 1990; Kohonen, 1982; Martinetzet al., 1993; Sirosh and
Miikkulainen, 1993; Sirosh and Miikkulainen, 1994; Wan and Fraser, 1994). Apart
from the winner, adaptation is performed with units in some defined vicinity around
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the winner. This type of learning rules may be referred to assoft competitive learn-
ing rules. One of the most prominent representatives of this kind of artificial neural
networks – the self-organizing map – will be presented below.

2.2.2. Self-organizing maps

The architecture of a self-organizing map as proposed by Teuvo Kohonen (Ko-
honen, 1982; Kohonen, 1989; Kohonen, 1990; Kohonen, 1995) consists of a layer
of n input units and a grid ofk output units each of which has assigned ann-
dimensional weight vectormi, mi = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µn). The task of the input units
is to receive the various input patternsx, x = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn), representing real-
world entities and to propagate them as they are onto the grid of output units. In
parenthesis we should note at this point that the input patterns of the artificial neural
network are the vectors representing the various legal concepts or legal documents.
The description of such a vector representation for concepts and documents, how-
ever, is deferred to Sect. 3 in order to keep the exposition of the neural network at
this stage as problem or application independent as possible.

Each of the output units in its turn computes exactly one output value which is
proportional to the similarity between the current input vector and that unit’s weight
vector. This value is commonly referred to as the unit’s activation or the unit’s
response to the presentation of an input. Usually, the Euclidean distance is used
as the measure of similarity as shown in Equation 3. The model is, however, not
restricted to the utilization of this particular metric, other similarity or dissimilarity
measures should work equally well.

||x −mi || =
√√√√ n∑

j=1

(ξj − µj )2. (3)

The adaptation of the weight vectors represents the crucial part of any unsu-
pervised learning rule. This process may be described in three steps which are to
be performed repeatedly. These three steps are henceforth collectively referred to
as one learning iteration. First, one input vector at a time is randomly selected
from the set of input vectors. Second, this input vector is mapped onto the grid of
output units of the self-organizing map and the unit with the strongest response is
determined. This very unit is further referred to as the winning unit, the winner in
short. Notice that in case of Euclidean distance metric the unit with the smallest
distance between input and weight vector is selected as the winner. Hence, the
winner is the output unit representing the most similar internal representation of
the input at hand. Third, the weight vector of the winner as well as weight vectors
of units in topological neighborhood of the winner are adapted in such a way
that these units will exhibit an even stronger response to the same input vector
at future presentations. In less bulky terms, the third step refers to the reduction
of distance between input and weight vectors of a subset of the output units and
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thus, to the improved correspondence between the description of an input and its
internal representation. Such a distance reduction may easily be accomplished by
a gradual reduction of the difference between corresponding vector components.
This adaptation is further guided by a so-called learning-rateε in the interval [0,
1] determining the amount of adaptation and a so-called neighborhood-rateψc,i
determining the spatial range of adaptation.

In order to guarantee the convergence of the learning process, i.e. a stable ar-
rangement of weight vectors, the learning-rate as well as the neighborhood-rate
have to shrink in the course of time. In other words, the amount of adaptation of
weight vectors decreases during the learning process with respect to a decreasing
learning-rate. Furthermore, the amount of units that are subject to adaptation, i.e.
the spatial range of adaptation, decreases as well during the learning process such
that towards the end of learning only the winner is adapted and the weight vectors
of neighboring units remain unchanged. Given these two restrictions it is obvious
that the learning process will converge towards a stable arrangement of weight
vector entries. Moreover, the self-organizing map will assign highly similar input
data to neighboring output units thanks to the inclusion of a spatial dimension to
the learning process. Hence, the self-organizing map represents a spatially smooth
neural version ofk-means clustering (Ripley, 1996).

With similar notation as defined in the paragraph on competitive learning above
we may describe the rule for weight vector adaptation of uniti in the neighborhood
of the winnerc as given in Equation 4.

mi(t + 1) = mi(t)+ ε(t) · ψc,i(t) · [x(t) −mi(t)]. (4)

For the sake of simplicity we omit the exact formulation of the neighborhood-
rateψc,i; for a detailed exposition of different realizations we suggest to consult
(Kohonen, 1989; Kohonen, 1995; Ritter and Kohonen, 1989; Merkl, 1995b;
Miikkulainen, 1991). A comparative study of the effects of different neighborhood-
rates may be found in (Merkl, 1995c).

A simple graphical representation of a self-organizing map is provided in Fig.
1. In this figure the grid of output units consists of a square of 36 output units.
One input vectorx is mapped onto the grid of output units and the winning unit is
selected. In the figure the winner is depicted as a black node. The weight vector of
the winner, i.e.mc(t), is moved towards the current input vector. Since the input
and the weight vector have equal dimension they may both be regarded as vectors
of the same space and thus, both are depicted as belonging to the input space in
the figure. As a consequence of the adaptation, the winner will produce a higher
response with the same input vector at the next learning iteration, i.e.t+1, because
the unit’s weight vector, i.e.mc(t + 1), is now nearer to the input vectorx. Apart
from the winner, adaptation is performed for neighboring units, too. Units that
are subject to adaptation are depicted as shaded nodes in the figure. Moreover, the
shading of the nodes corresponds to the degree of adaptation and thus, to the spatial
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x
mc(t+1)

mc(t)

Figure 1. Self-organizing map.

range of weight vector adaptation. Generally, units in close vicinity to the winner
are adapted more strongly and consequently, they are depicted with a darker shade.

For a more detailed description of the learning process as well as some vari-
ations consult (Kangaset al., 1990; Kaski and Lagus, 1996; Kohonen, 1993;
Kohonen, 1995; Merkl, 1995c; Merkl, 1995b).

The self-organizing map has already some tradition in information retrieval
applications. Perhaps among the first to use self-organizing maps in this area we
have to cite (Linet al., 1991). In this work the authors report on document clus-
tering, where the documents are represented by means of 25 index terms taken
from the various titles of scientific papers related to computer science. Hence, the
vocabulary used in this study is fairly small. This line of research is continued, yet
this time with full-text indexed documents that are consequently represented by
means of a much larger and thus more realistic vocabulary as described in (Merkl,
1995a). Another stream of research is dedicated to the usage of self-organizing
maps for document representation (Honkelaet al., 1995) based on the seminal work
of (Ritter and Kohonen, 1989). Such a document representation is further used for
clustering, again by means of the self-organizing maps (Laguset al., 1996).

3. Representation of Legal Text Corpora

3.1. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS

During the last years we witnessed a growing interest in computational linguistic
technologies and their application to real-world systems (for a good survey see
(Church and Rau, 1995)). Moreover, we observe a remarkable recent change of
attitude in research on this domain away from the “toy problem syndrome” to
the construction of scaleable real-world end-user applications. This paradigm shift
resulted in the new label oflanguage engineering(Cunninghamet al., 1996) and
reflects the change of emphasis from the knowledge-based approach in compu-
tational linguistics (e.g. see (Allen, 1987)) to the increased use of corpus-based
techniques (often also calledcorpus-based linguistics) (Armstrong, 1994; Char-
niak, 1993; Sharkey, 1992; Wermter, 1995). However, after the first failures of
pure statistical or connectionist systems, many researchers settled down to the
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more realistic view ofexploratory data analysis(Church and Mercer, 1993) which
states that only the careful semi-automatic combination of empirical methods and
intellectual evaluation can lead to the development of efficient and high-quality
linguistic tools.

By following this line of argumentation we construct a linguistic model for legal
concepts and documents by making use of connectionist and statistical techniques.
Related work at the concept level is mainly focused on word sense disambiguation
(Agirre and Rigau, 1996; Bruce and Wiebe, 1994; Karov and Edelman, 1996; Koz-
ima and Furugori, 1993; Ng and Lee, 1996) and the automatic acquisition of
thesauri (Grefenstette, 1994; Jing and Croft, 1994; Pereiraet al., 1993; Tokun-
agaet al., 1995). At the document level research efforts are concentrated on text
categorization (Bayeret al., 1996; Schütze and Pedersen, 1994; Schützeet al.,
1994), text segmentation (Hearst, 1994; Nomoto and Nitta, 1994), and the applic-
ation of linguistic techniques to the improvement of the quality of text retrieval
systems (Evans and Zhai, 1996; Lewis and Sparck Jones, 1996; Smeatonet al.,
1994; Strzalkowskiet al., 1994).

Finally, an interesting compromise between in-depth text understanding of doc-
uments and standard information retrieval techniques is represented byinformation
extraction, a more tractable and robust method which aims at extracting specific
types of information from a document by ignoring effectively non-relevant text
portions (Hobbset al., 1994; Jacobs and Rau, 1990; Riloff and Lehnert, 1994).
The applied techniques are usually template-based and can also be used to define
user profiles in personalinformation filtering systems (see (Belkin and Croft,
1992; Höffereret al., 1994; Maes, 1994; O’Riordan and Sorensen, 1995; Keane
et al., 1996)).

3.2. CONCEPT SPACE REPRESENTATION

The aim of concept analysis is to improve the selectivity of a legal thesaurus in that
each thesaurus entry is checked in order to decide whether it can be used as precise
descriptor. For this purpose we analyze the concept space to capture all distinct
connotations, in particular to detect “hidden word senses” which are often enough
not noticed during the process of intellectual indexing.

We first create a vector representation of each concept as function of the sur-
rounding contexts of its usage in the underlying legal corpus. The context window
can be freely defined on the basis of the number of preceding and following words,
e.g. for most of our evaluations we used the symmetric interval of±50 words.
The word-based interval definition is not an intrinsic limitation of our model. Other
interval delimiters like for example sentences are also implemented. The details are
reported in (Schweighofer and Scheithauer, 1996). As next step we apply statistical
analysis as well as neural networks to the task of structuring the concept space. A
comparison of the two methods is given in Sect. 4.1. The final step of the thesaurus
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refinement process is the intellectual elimination of descriptor clusters with “fuzzy
meanings”, leaving only descriptors with appropriate selectivity.

The generation of the vector representation for the individual concepts is per-
formed according to the process model shown in Fig. 2. The document texts
included in the legal corpus are first transformed into sequential word lists by the
process of tokenization, i.e. the segmentation into individual words. Subsequently,
we eliminate all meaningless stop words from the sequential word list to produce a
reduced word list which only contains entries that are significant for the connota-
tion of a concept. Such a stop word elimination is only necessary for subsequent
statistical analysis, especially for the creation of cluster descriptions. The quality
of the result from neural network training is not affected by keeping stop words in
the word list. This represents an essential advantage of the neural approach because
it eliminates the time-consuming task of designing an adequate stop word list for
the domain.

By use of alemmatizing modulewe convert the reduced word list to a word
index which indicates for each entry a list of all postings, i.e. the document number
and position in the document. The lemmatizing module replaces the exact string
match for the comparison of two words with a more sophisticated morpholo-
gical analysis which is of particular importance for highly inflective languages
like German. It deals with the following morphological phenomena fine-tuned
for the German language: inflections, conjugations, suffixes, and vowel-gradation
(Winiwarter, 1995).

The necessary input of knowledge about legal terminology is provided by
the descriptors of the thesaurus. The user is not restricted to the use of simple
descriptors to represent a legal concept but can also make use of synonyms as
well as compound descriptors. In analogy to the generation of the word index the
documents are automatically indexed on the basis of the descriptors resulting in a
descriptor index with postings for the individual descriptor occurrences.

By merging the word and the descriptor index we create a merged index for
each descriptor. For this purpose we check each word posting if it lies within the
context window of a descriptor occurrence. With this we obtain for each word a
list which indicates the numbers of those descriptor occurrences of which the word
contributes to the connotation.

Finally, according to thevector space modelof information retrieval (Salton
and McGill, 1983; Turtle and Croft, 1992) for each descriptor occurrencei a
corresponding concept vectorCi is calculated which captures the connotation as
function of the presence or absence of certain words in its context, also referred to
as its properties:

Ci = (WORDi1,WORDi2,WORDi3, . . . ,WORDin) . (5)

We make use ofbinary indexing for the calculation of the components of
the vector, i.e.WORDik = 1 if the wordk is part of the context of descriptor
occurrencei andWORDik = 0 otherwise.
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Figure 2. Generation of descriptor vectors.

The resulting concept vectors represent the input for the neural network to
compute the concept spaces for the individual concepts. Besides this, we also make
use of the statistical analysis as follows. First, for each descriptor we calculate the
similarities between its different connotations. In particular, the similarity between
two different occurrences of a descriptor is expressed by the number of words
that are present in both contexts, i.e. the number of vector components that equal
1 in both descriptor vectors. For this purpose we apply the symmetricsimilarity
coefficient of Dice(Salton and McGill, 1983), which indicates the percentage of
words that the two contexts have in common. Based on these similarity values, the
descriptor occurrences are then clustered by using aquick partition algorithmas
outlined in Fig. 3. According to a pre-defined threshold for the similarity value, the
algorithm produces non-hierarchical disjunctive clusters (see also (Panyr, 1987) or
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for i := 1 to n do for each descriptor occurrence i
for j := i+1 to n do compare with all other descriptor occurrences

if sim[i, j] > t then if similarity value exceeds threshold
begin then

ready := FALSE; reset flag for successful insertion into cluster
for k := 1 to m do for each cluster

if (i in c[k]) and (j in c[k]) then if both descriptor occurrences already in cluster
ready := TRUE; then do nothing

else
if (i in c[k]) then if only i element of cluster

begin then
insert(j, c[k]); insert j into cluster
ready := TRUE;

end
else

if (j in c[k]) then if only j element of cluster
begin then

insert(i, c[k]); insert i into cluster
ready := TRUE;

end
if NOT ready then if no insertion occurred

create_clust(c, i, j, m); then create new cluster with i and j
end

merge_clusters(c, m); merge clusters with identical entries
add_singletons(c, m, n); add all missing singleton clusters

Figure 3. Quick partition cluster algorithm.

(Jain and Dubes, 1988) for a general exposition of clustering algorithms). Each
pair of descriptor occurrences is tested whether its similarity value exceeds the
threshold. If this condition is satisfied and one of the two descriptor occurrences
is already a member of an existing cluster, then the other one is inserted into that
cluster. Only if both of the two descriptor occurrences have not been included in
any of the clusters yet, a new cluster is created. In a second run, we verify that
there are no clusters with identical entries. If two such clusters are detected, they
are merged. Finally, all descriptor occurrences that have not been added to any
cluster so far, are appended as singleton clusters.

An important feature of statistical analysis is that the resulting clusters can be
easily supplemented by cluster descriptions to obtain meaningful representations of
the specific connotation for each cluster. We first retrieve for the cluster members
the associated postings from the descriptor index and use then the reduced word list
to extract the most frequent words in the concerned context windows. This results
in a ranked list of words which provides a very useful and informative output for the
interpretation of the result of statistical analysis as well as important information
for document analysis (see below).

3.3. DOCUMENT SPACE REPRESENTATION

We make use of the result of statistical concept analysis to produce a representative
description of the contents of a legal document (see Fig. 4 for the process model).

In order to rank the descriptor clusters that are included in a certain docu-
ment according to their relevance, several ranking algorithms were tested (Salton
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Concept clusters
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Figure 4. Generation of document description and document space

and Buckley, 1988). We achieved the most satisfying results by using theinverse
document frequencyas weighting factor.

As final result a list of the most relevant descriptor clusters supplemented by the
cluster descriptions is displayed for each document to provide an accurate and clear
summary of the contents of the document (Schweighofer and Winiwarter, 1993a).

In the following this document representation is also used to calculate the vector
representation of a legal document. For each documenti a document vectorDi is
computed in analogy to the computation of the calculation of concept vectors in
Sect. 3.2. The only difference here is that the components of the vector consist of
two groups, the descriptors and the words taken from the cluster description:

Di = (DESCRi1, . . . ,DESCRim,WORDi1, . . . ,WORDin) . (6)

To emphasize the importance of the descriptors the binary weighting func-
tion is modified in that for descriptors a different weighting factorw > 1
is applied. Therefore, for descriptors which are contained in the document we
setDESCRik = w. With this, the document vectors provide an accurate rep-
resentation of the contents of a legal document, which combines the use of
precise descriptors with terms from the cluster descriptions to indicate specific
connotations.

Finally, the document vectors serve as input to a statistical analysis and a neural
network module to produce a representation of the structure and the relations in the
document space of the legal corpus.
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4. Experimental Results

4.1. ANALYSIS OF LEGAL CONCEPT SPACES

As test environment for our approach we used documents from the European
Community law database CELEX. The test database for descriptors consists of 41
text segments of documents. The text material, i.e. terms with context windows of
±50 words, was produced as retrieval result from a search in the CELEX database
for the term “neutrality”. We selected “neutrality” because this concept is a very
good example of a legal term with several meanings. By intellectual separation
we achieved clusters of the various context related meanings of the term “neut-
rality” which represented the comparison module for our automatic analysis, see
Fig. 5. Due to space restrictions we can present only the various groups and the
CELEX numbers of the documents. Furthermore, each cluster is labeled by a short
descriptive term. Note that several segments of one document are designated by
using capital letters, e.g. /A, /B, etc.

The efficient clustering algorithm of KONTERM produces sound results. The
clusters can be seen as connotations of the concept that are described automatically.
A shortcoming of KONTERM is the sensitivity to the correct adjustment of the
parameters (i.e. list of stop words, threshold value). However, multiple clustering
with different parameters is a useful strategy for the analysis of a term. The result
of the clustering algorithm is presented in Fig. 6. For each cluster we give the con-
secutive number of the text segment as well as its corresponding CELEX number.
Furthermore, we provide the cluster description which consists of the ten most
frequent words that are contained in the respective contexts.

Comparative experiments were performed with unsupervised neural networks.
More precisely, self-organizing maps are trained with the descriptor vectors as
input data. The length of these vectors is about 500 components. Geometrically
speaking, we perform a projection from a high dimensional input space onto a
two-dimensional output space by means of the self-organizing map. The most
obvious difference to the statistical approach is that the neural network does not
produce clusters but maps. The advantage of such maps is a better description
of the relationships between the various connotations of a concept which can be
described by using the following geographical terms:

− Hill : Strong concentration of document segments with the same meaning,
− Plateau: Loose set of document segments with similar meanings,
− Valley: Document segments with meaning elements of several groups,
− Region: Neighborhood relationship between hills and plateaux.

A note on the graphical representation of the final map which is given in Fig. 7
below is necessary. The graphical representation contains as many entries as there
are output units in the artificial neural network. Thus, every entry corresponds to
exactly one unit of the self-organizing map. Each entry is further assigned either
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Figure 5. Intellectual analysis of term “neutrality”.

the CELEX number of a text segment or a dot. The appearance of a label denotes
the fact that the corresponding unit exhibits the highest activation level with regard
to the input vector corresponding to this CELEX number. Therefore, this unit is
the winning unit. On the contrary, a dot appears in the final map if none of the
input vectors is assigned to the corresponding unit. In other words, the respective
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Figure 6. Clusters of term “neutrality”.

unit does not exhibit the highest activation level for any input vector. Due to the
limited space in the figures the CELEX number of only one text segment is shown
even in the case where more than one text segment is assigned to an output unit.
The remaining text segments are given as footnotes. In order to ease comparison
we give the short mnemonic description for each CELEX number as they are intro-
duced in Fig. 5. Note that the topological arrangement of the labels may serve as
an indication for the similarity of the corresponding text segments. However, the
distance of the labels in terms of the two-dimensional surface cannot be used as an
exact metric of semantic similarity.

Concerning the final classification result of the neural network we recognize a
tight connection between e.g. neutrality of the common rules for the allocation of
slots at Community airports and neutrality of states, comparable to the clusters of
the statistical analysis. In our more geographically oriented description we might
refer to these areas as the “hills” of the map. Furthermore, some highly informative
plateaux are formed by e.g. fiscal neutrality or neutrality and environment. To com-
plete this discussion, a region can be seen including the meanings fiscal neutrality,
cost neutrality, budgetary neutrality, and conjunctural neutrality.
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Figure 7. Concept space of term “neutrality”.

Although the interpretation of the neural network is more sophisticated than the
statistical approach, the main advantage remains that the tuning of the model (stop
word list, threshold value) is not necessary. Visualization approaches aiming at a
more intuitive representation of cluster boundaries are currently a topic of consider-
able ongoing research, see for instance (Cottrell and Bodt, 1996; Kraaijveldet al.,
1992; Merkl, 1997; Merkl and Rauber, 1997b; Merkl and Rauber, 1997a; Ultsch,
1993).

4.2. ANALYSIS OF LEGAL DOCUMENT SPACES

The test environment for document space analysis is a database consisting of 75
full-text documents of court decisions from the European Community law data-
base CELEX. The thesaurus is taken from the lexicon :SUBjects of CELEX which
contains some 250 descriptors, more or less corresponding to the major chapters
of the treaties and areas of Community activity. Only few descriptors are added
to this list. The automatically produced document description is transformed to
a weighted document vector (withw = 9 for descriptor terms andw = 1 for
cluster description terms, see Sect. 3.3). This document vector represents the input
to the neural network. Some remarks about the quality of the thesaurus are in order.
The indexation in the lexicon in CELEX is of average quality because of the low
number of descriptors and the stress on the area of Community activity. Although
the automatic indexation is paramount to the intellectual one, some inconsistencies
remain which can be easily resolved by adding more descriptors. The length of
these vectors is about 630 components. As mentioned above, each output unit in the
artificial neural network is assigned to the CELEX number and a short mnemonic
description. For the sake of clarity we provide the various mnemonic descriptions
in Fig. 8 as well.
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Figure 8. Groups of CELEX documents with mnemonic description.

The map as depicted in Fig. 9 shows significant hills concerning the non-
contractual liability of the European Community, legal problems of the European
Parliament, the relationship between public international law and Community law
as well as human rights. A convincing region is formed by the hills concerning
direct applicability of Community law and direct effect of secondary legislation.
Shortcomings are some “run-aways” which might be due to the poor thesaurus
and the merge of descriptors concerning legal questions (e.g. direct applicability of
Community law) and areas of Community activity (e.g. agriculture).

5. Conclusion

We described the KONTERM project as an approach towards conceptual legal
information retrieval relying on the one hand on linguistic analysis and on the other
hand on statistical and connectionist methods to represent similarities in concept
and document spaces. More precisely, linguistic analysis is utilized in the sense of
exploratory data analysis of text corpora. The goals of exploratory data analysis
are two-fold. First, we are interested in establishing precise terms to build up legal
thesauri by means of connotational analysis. Second, similarities on the document
level are used to classify various documents.
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Figure 9. Document space of selected CELEX court decisions

This paper shows that neural networks in combination with statistical methods
represent a highly effective tool for the computation of similarities in large text
corpora. The statistical method is simple and efficient for a computable approxim-
ation of legal texts. Neural network technology is superior to cluster analysis since
it proved to be able to produce its results without the need of time-consuming tasks
which are related to stop word elimination and threshold selection. Neural networks
can automatically produce quite useable maps of descriptor and document spaces.

Future work within the KONTERM project will concentrate on two major is-
sues. First, the input data to the statistical and the connectionist module will be
enhanced to comprise syntactic constructs. Additionally, we will make use of a
part-of-speech tagger and lexica. The acquired knowledge concerning the legal
language during the test phases will be used to fine-tune existing lexica. Another in-
teresting extension might be the automatic analysis of term variations as described
in (Jaquemin, 1994). Second, concerning the connectionist approach to concept
and document space analysis, we plan to evaluate some of the most recent archi-
tectures of unsupervised neural networks. In particular, major emphasis will be
directed towards architectures enabling improved and more intuitive visualization
of similarities.
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